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Abstract
Objectives: This study aimed to investigate the relationship between trial registration, trial discrepancy from registered protocol, and
spin in nonpharmacological trials.

Study Design and Setting: Recent psychotherapy trials on depression (2015e2018) were analyzed regarding their registration status
and its relationship to discrepancies between registered and published primary outcomes and to spin (discrepancy between the nonsignif-
icant finding in a study and an overly beneficial interpretation of the effect of the treatment).

Results: A total of 196 trials were identified, of which 78 (40%) had been registered prospectively and 56 (29%) had been registered
retrospectively. In 102 (76%) of 134 registered trials, discrepancies between trial and protocol were present. Of 72 trials with a nonsignif-
icant difference between treatments for the primary outcome, 68 trials (94%) showed spin. Discrepancies from protocol were less frequent
in prospectively than in retrospectively registered trials (odds ratio5 0.19; 95% confidence interval [CI]: 0.07e0.52), but regarding the
amount of spin, there was no difference between prospectively and retrospectively registered trials (rb 5 �0.12; 95% CI: �0.41 to
0.19) or between registered and unregistered trials (rb 5 �0.22, 95% CI �0.49 to 0.08).

Conclusion: Protocol discrepancies and spin have a high prevalence in psychotherapy outcome research. The results show no relation
between registration and spin, but prospective registration may prevent discrepancies from protocol. � 2020 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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What is new?

Key findings
� Discrepancies from the registered protocol mani-

fest in 76% of psychotherapy trials, and nearly
all trials with nonsignificant effects between treat-
ments show some form of spin.

What does this add to what was known?
� Protocol discrepancies are less frequent in psycho-

therapy trials which are registered prospectively
compared with retrospectively registered trials.

What is the implication and what should change
now?
� Spin is not prevented by registration of trials.

� Policies such as reporting guidelines should be pro-
moted by relevant stakeholders.

1. Introduction

Since 2013, the World Medical Association declaration of
Helsinki states that ‘‘every research study involving human
subjects must be registered in a publicly accessible database
before recruitment of the first subject’’ [1]. In medicine as
well as in other disciplines such as psychology, the (pre-)
registration of clinical trials or studies in public registries
is seen as an effective tool to improve conduct, analysis,
and interpretation of studies and to increase the reliability
and consequently credibility of research [2e5]. To publish
a study protocol in public registries includes the registration
of study characteristics such as study design, main outcomes,
and main analyses [6]. Registration of studies thereby is in-
tended to prevent selective publication and selective report-
ing of outcomes [3,7], to prevent unnecessary double
research effort, and to give patients, the public, and other
stakeholders such as ethical review boards an overview of
ongoing or planned trials [7]. In the medical sciences, up
to 90% of clinical trials are registered, but only 60e77%
are registered prospectively, that is, before enrolling the first
participant [8,9]. These numbers are based mainly on phar-
macological trials published in journals that endorse the In-
ternational Committee of Medical Journal Editors’
guidelines [7]. Registration of nonpharmacological trials
has not been well investigated yet. One study of psychother-
apy trials found that 60% of the investigated trials had been
registered, 24% of them prospectively [10]. More evidence is
available for health intervention trials, which include phar-
macological as well as nonpharmacological trials with about
half of them being registered [11e15].

If there are systematic discrepancies between the informa-
tion given in published trials and their respective registered pro-
tocols, this is called outcome reporting bias. Outcome reporting
bias is frequently found (28e62%) in pharmacological as well
as nonpharmacological trials [14,16e19]. Another form of bias
in the reporting of results can occur if the publications them-
selves show an overly beneficial interpretation of the reported
effect of the treatment [20]. This interpretation bias is called
‘‘spin’’ and is also highly prevalent in the biomedical literature
[20,21]. It has been estimated that 56% of the abstracts pub-
lished in psychiatry and psychology journals contain spin
[22]. Different biases can accumulate and interact: Trials with
positive outcomes are more likely to be published (publication
bias) and significant outcomes are more likely to be included in
a published trial, whereas negative outcomes are changed or
omitted (another form of outcome reporting bias). In case
negative outcomes are reported, they are sometimes reported
in an overly beneficial way (spin). These biases may arise in
conjunction and thereby leave nonsignificant results out of
eyeshot, which creates a risk of a distorted image of the actual
evidence in the published literature [23].

The field of psychotherapy research is of particular inter-
est regarding reporting biases: Contrary to most medical tri-
als, a typical psychotherapy trial is conducted by a researcher
with clinical expertise who works as a therapist and whose
school of thought is exceptionally shaped by a long educa-
tion in this therapy [24]. Although in medical research the
pharmaceutical industry as an external factor may play a
relevant role in the conduction of trials, industry is less
involved in the conduction of psychotherapy trials. There-
fore, psychotherapy trials are more dependent on the individ-
ual researcher, and the researcher’s personal interests in the
outcome of the trial might play a more important role. These
interests are discussed in terms of researcher allegiance. Ev-
idence shows that researchers with higher researcher alle-
giance often published studies with larger effects [25].

To the best of our knowledge, no studies have investigated
the registration of psychotherapy randomized trials and its
relationship to both protocol discrepancies and spin. We,
therefore, investigated in the present study registration status
and registration time point, discrepancies between trials and
protocols, and spin in a larger number of psychotherapy trials.
The objectives of the present study were (1) to investigate the
extent to which recent psychotherapy trials on depression are
prospectively or retrospectively registered; (2) to investigate
the respective prevalence of protocol discrepancies and spin;
and (3) to examine the relationship of registration status and
registration time point to protocol discrepancies and spin.
Furthermore, the relationship between protocol discrepancies
and trial effectiveness was explored to provide preliminary ev-
idence for the prevalence of outcome reporting bias in trials
with nonpharmacological interventions.
2. Methods

2.1. Selection of trials

Trials were retrieved from a collection of psychotherapy
trials on depression provided by Cuijpers et al. [26]. We
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focused on one particular disorder to minimize variation
and decided upon depression because it is a highly preva-
lent disorder [27] with a high level of disease burden
[28], leading to an ongoing development of treatments,
and therefore a large evidence base for research on treat-
ments is available [29]. In the trial collection by Cuijpers
et al. [26], studies were eligible to be included if they inves-
tigated the treatment of a depressive disorder or an elevated
level of depressive symptomatology and at least one treat-
ment arm is psychological and for adults. The systematic
literature search is updated every year and was conducted
in the databases PubMed, Embase, PsycINFO, and Co-
chrane Register of Controlled Trials up to January 1,
2019, with no language restrictions. For more details
regarding the database, refer to studies by Cuijpers [29],
Cuijpers et al. [30], and Cuijpers [31]. Specific inclusion
criterion for the present study was that randomized trials
of the described collection were published between January
1, 2015, and December 31, 2018. Studies published before
2015 were excluded to get a current picture that is not inter-
fered by earlier standards.

2.2. Data extraction

For each trial, two independent reviewers (A.M. and
M.S.) extracted information and conducted assessments
for protocol discrepancies and spin. Disagreements were
resolved by discussion and consultation with a third inves-
tigator (J.B.), if necessary. Reviewers extracted the
following items from the trial protocol and/or the published
article: registration number and time point of registration,
primary outcomes, and statistical significance on the pub-
lished primary outcome. If available, the definition of the
primary outcome was extracted, including measurement
scale, time point, and time frame (i.e., involving ‘‘baseline’’
time point). To find the respective information, texts were
searched manually.

2.3. Assessing trial registration status

To assess trial registration status, the trial was screened
to identify a registration number. If none was found, we
searched online registries in the following order by using
the surname of the first author, the name of the treatment,
and mental health condition as search parameters:
ClinicalTrials.gov, www.who.int/trialsearch, www.isrctn.
com, and author’s local registry. If a registration number
and the respective registration were found, the trial was
rated as registered. Trial registration search was conducted
in October 2019.

2.4. Assessing data in the registrations

Trials were considered prospectively registered if the
registration date preceded participant enrollment date or
if the trial was registered within 1 month of participant
enrollment (e.g., participant enrollment date: May 1;
registration date: May 15). Trials were considered retro-
spectively registered if the trial was registered more than
1 month after participant enrollment had begun or if regis-
tration within 1 month was unclear (e.g., participant enroll-
ment date: May; registration date: June) or if participant
enrollment began in the same year the trial was registered
and no specific month was specified.

Registrations were screened for the definition (method
of measurement, time point, or time frame) of the primary
outcome. If the primary outcome definition had been
changed, we extracted information of the ‘‘original’’ rather
than a changed version of the primary outcome definition.
The registered primary outcome was deemed to be defined
exactly if one scale and one time point were defined and
inexactly if none or more than one scale or none or more
than one time point or a time frame was defined.
2.5. Assessing data in the publications

We screened publications for the terms ‘‘primary out-
come(s),’’ ‘‘primary endpoint(s),’’ ‘‘main outcome(s),’’ or
‘‘main endpoint(s).’’ If mentioned, the respective definition
(i.e., method, time point, or time frame of measurement)
was extracted. For this purpose, we screened the paragraph
where the term was mentioned and extracted the informa-
tion regarding measurement and time point that was seman-
tically the closest. If more than one primary outcome was
defined, we extracted all mentioned primary outcomes.

Next, we assessed the exactness of the definition for
every mentioned primary outcome (as previously
mentioned) and its statistical significance. A primary
outcome was regarded as significant if it was exactly
defined and the statistical test reached P ! 0.05 (if not
otherwise specified) and as nonsignificant if this test did
not reach statistical significance. In case of an inexactly
defined primary outcome, we extracted the statistical sig-
nificance of this primary outcome at posttest in favor of
the intervention group.

Afterward, we assessed the effectiveness of trials. A trial
was classified as effective, if the reported primary outcome
was statistically significant or, in case there was more than
one primary outcomes per trial, all of them were statisti-
cally significant. It was classified as not effective, if at least
one primary outcome was statistically nonsignificant.
2.6. Analysis of protocol discrepancies

We analyzed protocol discrepancies in all trials for
which a registration could be identified by, first, comparing
the respective registered and published primary outcomes.
They were classified as discrepant if their definitions
differed (e.g., different methods of measurement) or if the
amount of information differed (e.g., a time point was
registered but not reported). They were classified as
concordant if the registered and reported primary outcomes
matched exactly. This was also assumed if the time point of

http://ClinicalTrials.gov
http://www.who.int/trialsearch
http://www.isrctn.com
http://www.isrctn.com
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the reported primary outcome was within the time frame of
the registered primary outcome.

In a second step, we assessed protocol discrepancy per
trial, whichwas considered present if therewas a discrepancy
between the registered and the reported primary outcome,
and if there was more than one reported primary outcome,
protocol discrepancy per trial was considered present if there
was at least one discrepancy between registered and reported
primary outcomes in the trial. Protocol discrepancy per trial
was considered nonpresent if the primary outcome or, in case
of more than one primary outcome, all of themwere reported
exactly as they had been registered. Notably, this approach to
assess protocol discrepancies differs from assessments of
outcome reporting bias [17].
2.7. Assessing spin

To assess spin, we examined all trials with at least one
nonsignificant primary outcome. We adapted the coding
manual by Gewandter et al. [32], which they had developed
based on the study by Boutron et al. [20]. Seven forms of
spin were investigated: (1) selective reporting (the nonsignif-
icant primary outcome is not mentioned in the screened sec-
tion), (2) distracting with secondary analyses (the primary
outcome is not mentioned but significant secondary analyses
are), (3) distracting with within-group differences (the pri-
mary outcome is not mentioned but significant within-
group differences are), (4) focus on significant secondary an-
alyses ([a] secondary analyses are mentioned before the pri-
mary outcome; [b] effect sizes are mentioned instead of
primary outcome effect sizes; [c] effect is depicted in figures
but primary outcome is not), (5) focus on significant within-
group differences over time (a to c, as mentioned earlier), (6)
interpreting nonsignificant primary results as showing treat-
ment equivalence in a superiority trial, and (7) claiming or
emphasizing the beneficial effect of the treatment despite a
nonsignificant outcome. Spin forms were investigated in five
sections of the publication: abstract results and conclusions,
main text results, discussions, and conclusions (Table 2). In
addition to the assessment of the single spin forms in the
different publication sections, we calculated the amount of
spin per trial by summing up the occurrence of spin forms
in that trial. To estimate interrater reliability of the spin
scores per trial, we calculated the intraclass correlation coef-
ficient, which was 0.81, based on a mean-rating (k 5 2),
absolute-agreement, two-way random effects model. If two
or more primary outcomes per trial were nonsignificant,
we assessed spin separately per primary outcome, and the
amount of spin per trial was generated by using the average
score.
2.8. Statistical analyses

In addition to the descriptive analysis of the sample
characteristics, we aimed to investigate the relationship be-
tween registration time point and protocol discrepancy,
registration status and amount of spin, and registration time
point and amount of spin. Furthermore, we investigated the
relationship between registration status and effectiveness,
registration time point and effectiveness, and protocol
discrepancy and effectiveness. For quantification of the
relationship between two binary characteristics, we calcu-
lated odds ratios (ORs) and corresponding 95% confidence
intervals (CIs). For quantification of the relationship be-
tween a binary characteristic and the amount of spin, we
calculated ManneWhitney U tests and provide rank biseri-
al correlations (rb) with 95% CI. Statistics of the distribu-
tion of the amount of spin are reported as median and
quartiles (interquartile range [IQR]).
3. Results

3.1. Selection of eligible RCTs

A total of 204 trials of the database matched the inclu-
sion criteria. Eight trials had to be excluded because they
were duplicates in the database. Finally, we extracted and
analyzed 196 trials (characteristics of each trial are shown
in eTable1).

3.2. Registration status and registered and reported
primary outcomes

Of 196 trials, 134 (68%) had been registered in a clinical
trial registry. Of those, 78 (58%) had been registered pro-
spectively and 56 (42%) had been registered retrospectively
(Table 1A). In the 134 protocols, 197 primary outcomes
were registered, which are, on average, 1.47 registered pri-
mary outcomes per protocol. Only 26% of them were
exactly defined.

In the 196 published trials, 194 primary outcomes were
reported, of which 89 (46%) were statistically significant
(Table 1B). In 46 (23%) of 196 published trials, no primary
outcome was defined. Overall, we could assess effective-
ness in 144 of the 196 trials, and classified 67 (47%) as
effective and 77 (53%) as not effective.

3.3. Prevalence of protocol discrepancies

At least one discrepancy between protocol and trial was pre-
sent in 102 (76%) of 134 registered trials. Prevalence of proto-
col discrepancies were lower in prospectively (51/78, 65%)
than in retrospectively (51/56, 91%) registered trials. Odds of
protocol discrepancies were significantly reduced with prospec-
tive registration (OR 5 0.19; 95% CI: 0.07e0.52).

Registered and reported primary outcomes and rating of
protocol discrepancies in all 196 included trials are shown
in eTable 2.

3.4. Prevalence of spin

Seventy-two trials had at least one nonsignificant pri-
mary outcome and were assessed for spin. Spin forms



Table 1. Characteristics of registrations and published trials:
registration time point and characteristics of registered primary
outcomes, trial registration status, and characteristics of trial and
reported primary outcomes

Characteristics n/N (%)

(A) Registration report of 134 registered
trials

Time point of registration

Prospective 78/134 (58)

Retrospective 56/134 (42)

Registered POs

At least one PO mentioned 134/134 (100)

No PO mentioned 0/134 (0)

Number of registered PO 197

Quality of registered PO definition

Exactly defined 51/197 (26)

Inexactly defined 146/197 (74)

(B) Trial report of 196 published
randomized trials

Registration status

Registered 134/196 (68)

Not registered 62/196 (32)

Trial effectiveness

Effective 67/196 (34)

Not effective 77/196 (39)

Not rateablea 52/196 (27)

Reported POs

At least one PO mentioned 150/196 (77)

No PO mentioned 46/196 (23)

Number of reported POs 194

Quality of reported PO definition

Exactly defined 59/194 (30)

Inexactly defined 135/194 (70)

Significance of PO

Significant 89/194 (46)

Nonsignificant 94/194 (48)

Not rateablea 11/194 (6)

Abbreviation: PO, primary outcome.
a In some cases, we were not able to identify a primary outcome or

a similar equivalent to assess statistical significance.
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and amount of spin for each of those 72 trials are listed in
eTables 3a and 3b. Sixty-eight trials (94%) showed at least
one form of spin (median amount of spin per trial was 5.75,
IQR: 3e8). As shown in Table 2, the most frequently used
forms of spin were that the nonsignificant PO was not
mentioned in the abstract conclusion section (selective re-
porting in 37/69 trials, 54%) and that the beneficial effect
of the treatment was claimed in the abstract (30/69 trials,
43%) or the main text (22/48 trials, 46%) conclusion sec-
tion. The text section with the highest prevalence of spin
ratings was the abstract conclusion section, in which 56
of 69 (81%) investigated trials showed some form of spin,
and the main text discussion section, in which 58 of 72
(81%) investigated trials showed some form of spin.
We could assess spin in 28 prospectively registered tri-
als, 25 retrospectively registered trials, and 19 unregistered
trials. The percentages of trials that showed spin were 89%,
96%, and 100%, respectively. Amount of spin per trial did
not differ significantly between unregistered (median 5 7,
IQR: 4e8) and registered trials (median 5 5, IQR: 3e8;
rb 5 �0.22; 95% CI: �0.49 to 0.08) nor between retrospec-
tively (median 5 6, IQR 3e8) and prospectively registered
trials (median 5 5; IQR: 2.63e8; rb 5 �0.12; 95% CI:
�0.41 to 0.19).

In 4% of investigated trials (3/72), spin was found in on-
ly one section of the trial publication, in 10% (7/72) in two,
in 28% (20/72) in three, in 31% (22/72) in four, and in 22%
(16/72) in five sections of the trial publication.

3.5. Effectiveness of trials

Trials reported effective interventions in 67 (47%) of
144 trials that unambiguously reported about effectiveness.
The prevalence rates of effective trials are registered vs. un-
registered trials (53/111, 48%, vs. 14/33, 42%), prospec-
tively vs. retrospectively registered trials (36/66, 55%, vs.
17/45, 38%), and trials with vs. trials without protocol dis-
crepancies (36/80, 45%, vs. 17/31, 55%).

The odds to report about an effective treatment did not
significantly increase with registered compared with unreg-
istered trials (OR 5 1.24, 95% CI: 0.57e2.72) or with pro-
spective compared with retrospective registration
(OR 5 1.98, 95% CI: 0.91e4.28). The odds to report about
an effective treatment did not significantly decrease with
trials that showed protocol discrepancies compared with tri-
als without protocol discrepancies (OR 5 0.67, 95% CI:
0.29e1.55).
4. Discussion

4.1. Principal findings

Of 196 trials, 40% had been registered prospectively and
29% had been registered retrospectively. Protocol discrep-
ancies were present in 76% of registered trials. Nonsignif-
icant primary outcomes were interpreted with some form of
spin in 94% of all trials. We found no differences in proto-
col discrepancies and spin between registered and unregis-
tered trials, but protocol discrepancies were less likely if
trials were registered prospectively.

4.2. Findings in context

Our finding of 68% registered trials is in the range of
previous research on clinical trial registration of health in-
terventions [10,14,15], but prevalence of registration ap-
pears lower than in comparable studies on
pharmacological trials where clinical trial registration is
an established standard [8,9]. To compare our findings
regarding outcome reporting bias with other studies is



Table 2. Forms of spin in 72 trials showing at least one nonsignificant primary outcome

Spin N (%)

Spin in results section Abstract (n [ 70) Main text (n [ 72)

Some type of spin 51 (73) 44 (61)

Selective reporting 4 (6) 0 (0)

Distracting with secondary analyses 15 (21) 4 (6)

Distracting with within-group differences 11 (16) 4 (6)

Focus on secondary analyses

Secondary analyses mentioned first 15 (21) 19 (26)

Effect estimates mentioned for secondary analyses only 12 (17) NA

Only secondary analyses are presented in figures NA 7 (10)

Focus on within-group differences

Within-group differences mentioned first 15 (21) 29 (40)

Effect size mentioned for within-group differences only 9 (13) NA

Only within-group differences are presented in figures NA 1 (1)

Spin in discussion section Main text (n 5 72)

Some type of spin NA 58 (81)

Selective reporting NA 4 (6)

Distracting with secondary analyses NA 15 (21)

Distracting with within-group differences NA 14 (19)

Focus on secondary analyses

Secondary analyses mentioned first NA 22 (31)

Focus on within-group differences

Within-group differences mentioned first NA 24 (33)

Interpreting nonsignificant primary results in a superiority trial as
showing treatment equivalence

NA 10 (14)

Claiming or emphasizing beneficial effect of treatment NA 28 (39)

Spin in conclusion section Abstract (n 5 69) Main text (n 5 48)

Some type of spin 56 (81) 36 (75)

Selective reporting 37 (54) 15 (31)

Distracting with secondary outcomes 8 (12) 11 (23)

Distracting with within-group differences 7 (10) 7 (15)

Focus on secondary analyses

Secondary analyses mentioned before 4 (6) 5 (10)

Focus on within-group differences

Within-group differences mentioned before 3 (4) 1 (2)

Interpreting nonsignificant primary results in a superiority trial as showing
treatment equivalence

4 (6) 3 (6)

Claiming or emphasizing beneficial effect of treatment 30 (43) 22 (46)

Abbreviation: NA, not applicable.
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difficult because the definition of outcome reporting bias
often differs between studies. Our approach was different
since we measured discrepancies between registered and
published primary outcomes in a first step and then related
protocol discrepancy to trial effectiveness in a second step,
whereas other studies assessed outcome reporting bias as
discrepancy that favors the published primary outcomes
[14,16,17]. Our findings support the conclusion of other re-
searchers that registrations of pharmacological and non-
pharmacological trials are of low quality (e.g., high
prevalence of inexactly defined primary outcomes) and that
registered and published information often is discordant
[10,11,18,19]. Regarding spin, our results are in line with
previous research in that most spin was found in the conclu-
sion sections of the investigated trials [20,22,33]. More
detailed comparisons are difficult because of different def-
initions of spin. Further studies should find a standardized
spin measurement method and make direct comparisons,
for example, between pharmacological and nonpharmaco-
logical trials. The reasons for the high prevalence of report-
ing biases such as spin are still unclear. Chiu et al. [21]
showed that funding source is one of the most frequently
investigated factors associated with spin, but they did not
find a significant association between industry sponsorship
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and spin. It might be speculated, especially for psychother-
apy trials, that other factors such as researcher allegiance
[24,25,34,35] or inappropriate incentives fueled through
the academia reward system may contribute to the high
prevalence of bias [36,37].
4.3. Strengths and limitations

A strength of the present study is that registration status,
protocol discrepancies, spin, and their interactions were
investigated for the first time in a large sample of nonphar-
macological outcome studies. A further strength was that
we investigated spin in a very detailed way, with an exten-
sion of the scale developed by Gewandter et al. [32]. Lim-
itations are, first, protocol discrepancies obviously could
only be investigated in registered trials. We, therefore, do
not know whether registration per se is effective to reduce
the risk of outcome reporting bias. Second, our analysis of
protocol discrepancies and spin was in general only
possible if outcomes were (adequately) reported, which
often was not the case.
5. Conclusions and policy implications

The high prevalence of protocol discrepancies and spin
and the fact that only the risk of protocol discrepancies,
but not of spin, was reduced by prospective registration,
suggest that more effective ways than mere registration of
studies are needed to increase the trustworthiness of psy-
chotherapy outcome research.

First, better adherence to standards is needed. Many
journals that publish nonpharmacological trials do not have
policies that require prospective registration. The rate of
prospectively registered trials published in these journals
is much lower than in journals that endorse such guidelines
[12,38]. The most well-known reporting guideline is the
Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials 2010 Statement
that requires that primary and secondary outcome measures
are completely defined, including ‘‘how and when they
were assessed,’’ that trial’s registration number and name
of trial registry are reported and that any changes of out-
comes after the trial commenced are mentioned, ‘‘with rea-
sons’’ [39]. We especially encourage journals publishing
nonpharmacological trials to implement these guidelines.
Reporting guidelines should also be promoted by graduate
schools and writing courses, and they should receive appro-
priate attention by scientific boards of academic associa-
tions. Second, other potential sources of bias despite
funding, for example, researcher allegiance [34,36], have
to be better identified and need transparency. Third, the
publication format of registered reports, which is adopted
by an increasing number of journals [37,40], should be pro-
moted. In such registered reports, study protocols are sub-
mitted to a journal before any data are gathered or
analyzed. Study protocols then undergo a peer-review
process and, with acceptance, the publication of the trials’
results after data collection, analysis, and interpretation is
guaranteed independent from the finding [41,42]. To
enhance acceptance among researchers, however, a fast re-
viewing process will be of high importance.

In conclusion, this study shows a high prevalence of pro-
tocol discrepancies and spin and low rates of registered tri-
als in psychotherapy research. Prospective registration in
this sample was associated with less protocol discrepancies
than retrospective registration.
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